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NATURAL MATERIAL RADIATION CONTROL INITIATIVE (NMRCI)

Auistralia * Brazil * Malaysia * Netherlands *, Pcand * South Africa * USA*

Co-operation - the Way Out
(Intoducing the Natural Materials Radiation Control

Initiative)

INTRODUCTION

At the Second Symposium on Technologically
Enhanced Natural Radiation in September 1999 in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, it had been recognised that there is
an urgent need for mutual assistance in quantifying
exposures to ionising radiation and thereby more
accurately identifying potential risks to workforce and
general public arising from enhanced concentrations of
naturally occurring radioactive materials in industrial
operations.

It was furthe recognised that the exposure modelling
assumptions typically used in estimating risk were not
necessarily correct and that more specific exposure
information may be developed on the basis of existing
data or new studies that will lead to a better
understanding of the actual risks associated with these
materials. However, this information, where it may
already exi st, is fragmented with different parties
possessing incomplete data.

The recognition of the need for joint regulatory-industry
co-operation resulted in a preparatory workshop, which
was held at Phalaborwa, South Africa during the first
week of April 2000.



GOALS OF THE INITIATIVE

* Deveiopment of a draft IAEA Safety Report identifying
sources of exposures of workforce and general public
to knisingn radiation from enhanced concentrations of
naturally occurring radioactive materials in industrial
operations.

* Assessment of the impact of regulations on
international trade in commodities containing such
materials through co-operation between State
Regulatory Authorities and Industries.

The Safety Report will provide information on suggested
methods for national regulatory authorities, advisory
bodies and industries to meet the requirements of the
International Ato mic Energy Agency Basic Safety
Standards for the safety of industrial operations with
materials containing enhanced concentration of naturally
occurring radionuclides as well as quantitative
assessments. As far as is practicable, the assessments
will be carried out using data collected from industries,
national regulatory agencies and advisory bodies (not
on probabilistic assumptions).



The following aspects will be described:
* Occupational exposure,
* Expisue of members of the public,
* Waste dwisposal, and
* ntenational trade in commodities.

The proposed Safety Report will consist of two parts - a
technical support dossier and a guide for practical risk
reduction. The latter part will include a look-up table for
different processes resulting in the enhancement of
naturally occurring radioactive material concentrations
designed to assist the producer, customer and regulator
in reducing radiological risk where it is identified within a
particular industrial practice. The technical support
dossier will be a comprehensive assembly of empirical
data regarding worker and public dose compiled from
existing sources within industry and regulatory
authorities. A generic framework will be developed with
one industry as a first example.

The Report will provide the methodology to
quantitatively apply the principles of justification and
optimisation to potential exposure, as well as risk
limitation. It will continue to convert these principles to
regulatory activities and will be complemented with
examples of good practice on handling bulk amounts of
materials containing enhanced concentrations of
naturally occurring radionuclides in industrial operations.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

* Principles are to be consistent with ICRP and IAEA
recommendations,

* Equal participation of regulatory authorities, industries
and advisory bodies is to be a priority to ensure a
robust data base is obtaied;

* Actuat measured results are to be used to the
maximum practical extent, assumptions, where
necessary, shall be justified;

• All industries (eg., phosphate, coal. niobium) will be
studied individually, according to the different
chemical, physical and radiological properties of
materials as well as work practices encountered in
that industry.



DECISIONS FROM WORKSHOP

The fis draft of the report will initially focus on
occupationad rather than public exposures. However, a
second drait of the document will also reflect public
exposure.

Waste management part will address best practices in
waste disposal and remediation of contaminated sites to
prevent current and future exposures in an optimised
manner.

It is recognised that during the development of the draft
Safety Report, additional technical information
addressing the specific issues in each of the industries
would be very useful. It can either be done as
appendices to the Safety Report, or a separate
Techinical Report.

Based on the above, it was concluded that the Initiative
should compile a working document for use as the basis
of a Safety Report. Participants will collect relevant
studies available to them for a peer review of the
available information and based on these, compile the
desired draft.

Further information is available from the NMVRCI Internet
site




